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Abstract 
This paper presents a set of modular test parts specially designed for the evaluation of the extraction 
operation using CT measuring systems. The motivation in developing the test parts was to individually 
quantify different types of CT-induced measurement errors and their influence on measurement results. 
The characteristics of the test parts and the evaluation procedure used to access different types of 
measurement errors are described. An experimental study using the test parts is included. Discussions 
on the use of the test parts for evaluating the metrological performance of CT systems are carried out. 
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1  Introduction 
Computed tomography (CT), an emerging technology in the field of industrial R&D and quality 
assurance, has as its main attractiveness the capability of performing dimensional, geometrical and 
material evaluations in manufactured parts by using one single measurement procedure. However, the 
intricate measurement principle which comprises CT systems results in long and complex 
measurement chains, subject to several sources of measurements errors. 
CT-induced measurement errors should be quantified either to investigate their causes and minimize 
their influence on the measurement results or to enable their correction (if possible). Measurement 
errors resulting from inaccuracies of CT systems within the scope of this paper are (Figure 1):  

• Scale or magnification deviations: Proportional displacement of the extracted features in 
relation to the real features caused by an incorrect magnification value (among other causes 
such as thermal effects).  

• Edge offset deviations: Displacement of the extracted features in relation to the real features 
caused by incorrect definition of the threshold.  

• Local deviation: Localized structures added to the features. 
• Random surface deviations: Random, wide-band dispersion added to the features.  

Edge offset deviations and magnification deviations, for being systematicin nature, are feasible of 
compensation. It was presented in [1] that uncorrected bias can result on a significant contribution to 
the overall measurement uncertainty. Random surface deviations, on the other hand, cannot be 
corrected, and therefore should be minimized. The effects of random surface deviations on the results 
of geometrical and dimensional evaluations were presented in [2]. It is important to mention that the 
magnitude of these errors is subject to the properties of the measurement task such as part material and 
radiation penetration length. 
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Figure 1: Deviations resulting from the CT extraction operation. 

 
To accomplish the task of investigating and quantifying the CT measurement errors, several types of 
test parts have been proposed [3]. Some proposals are oriented to the magnification deviations, while 
others are focused on the effect of material dependent threshold values. The test part presented by 
Kiekens et al [4] permits to individually quantify the influence of the magnification deviations and 
edge offset deviations. 
This paper presents a modular set of test parts developed to individually quantify the influence of 
different types of CT-induced measurement errors on the results of geometrical and dimensional 
evaluations. The description of the conceived test parts is subject of the next chapter. 

2 Proposal of a modular set of test parts 

2.1 Requirements 
To achieve the above mentioned goal, the following basic requirements were made on the test parts: 

• To allow individual quantification of edge offset deviations and magnification deviations; 
• To allow quantification of random surface deviations; 
• To allow analysis of the extracted integral features; 
• To allow changing the penetration length without changing the measured surface; 
• To avoid the influence of the Feldkamp artifacts on the features of interest; 
• To be scalable and able to be manufactured from different materials. 

Besides, additional requirements related to practical purposes were defined, being them: 

• Feasibility of manufacturing well-finished surfaces; 
• Easiness to calibrate with low enough uncertainty; 
• Easiness to mount on the CT measuring system. 

2.2 Description of the test parts 
To fulfill the above-mentioned requirements, a new concept of test parts is proposed. Each test part is 
composed by the following characteristics (also shown in Figure 2): 

• Two cylindrical surfaces (internal and external) for the analysis of the edge offset deviations 
and the random surface deviations; 
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• One pattern containing four holes located between the cylindrical surfaces, for the separation 
of the edge offset deviations from the magnification deviations; 

• A set of pins with different diameters that permit varying the penetration length without 
changing the measured surface. 

It is possible to note that the geometrical characteristics of the part make it easy to calibrate with tactile 
CMMs. To allow the parts to be easily and accurately set in the CT system, a base featuring a Type II 
Kelvin Clamping [5] was manufactured. 
In order to cover a significant range of CT applications, two sets of parts using different materials were 
manufactured. Each set is composed by three parts of different sizes. The nominal external diameters 
of each part are 90, 60 and 40 mm. The material selected for one of the sets was polyoxymethylene 
(POM), because of properties such as dimensional stability and low hygroscope. An aluminum alloy 
was chosen for the other set, also for its good dimensional stability. These materials represent the ones 
found on real parts typically measured by CT systems. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed concept for a modular set of test parts. 

2.3 Evaluation procedure 
To be able to calculate the required geometrical and dimensional parameters, a circumferential line is 
extracted from each of the elements, at the same height. The evaluated geometrical parameters are: the 
internal diameter, the external diameter, the diameter of the circle associated to the centers of the four 
holes, and the root-mean-square roundness deviation (RONq) parameter [6] of both the internal and 
external extracted circumferential lines. All the diameters are obtained by associating a least square 
circle (LSCI) to the extracted circumferential lines (and also to the centers of the circles associated to 
the four holes), to minimize the influence of the random surface deviations on the diameter value and 
on the center position of the circles. 
To quantify the edge offset deviations and the magnification deviations, the reference and the CT 
diameter values are compared. The bias observed on the internal and external diameters are caused by 
both the magnification deviations and the edge offset deviations, while the bias observed in the hole 
pattern is due mainly to the magnification errors. 
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To quantify the random surface deviations the RONq parameter is used. This parameter was already 
used with this purpose in [7]. As this parameter is sensitive to local surface deviations besides the 
random surface deviations, a qualitative graphical analysis of the extracted circumferential lines can be 
used to detect their occurrence [2]. 

3  Case study using a test part 

3.1 Experimental setup 
To demonstrate the evaluation procedure described in the previous section, one test part of the set 
made of aluminum with an external nominal diameter of 90 mm was selected (Figure 3). The 
calibration of the test piece was performed by extracting circumferential lines with a tactile CMM 
using scanning measuring mode (~ 3600 points). A spherical tip stylus with a 3 mm diameter and a 
contact force of 0.2 N were used on this task. These measurements were conducted on a reference 
laboratory with controlled environmental temperature of (20.0 ± 0.3) ˚C. Three measurement cycles 
were performed for the calibration. 
 

    
Figure 3: Test part used for the case study: nominal values (left), assembly 1 (center) and assembly 2 (right). 

 
The evaluated system was an industrial cone-bean CT measuring system installed on the shop floor. 
This CT system provides maximum photon energy of 225keV and has a detector resolution of 2048 x 
2048 pixel. The Calypso® measuring software was used to extract the features with dynamic threshold 
method (3600 points). All the extracted circumferential lines (with both CMM and CT-system) were 
exported as ASCII files by the measurement software and processed with a dedicated application [8]. 
Two different assemblies were used (Figure 3). The difference between assemblies relies on variation 
of the penetration length by the using a pin. The CT setup parameters are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: CT setup parameters. 

 
To evaluate if differences between assemblies are statistically significant, Average & Range Control 
Charts (Xbar/R) [9] were used. The Range Chart is a statistical test where the null hypothesis is the 
equality between ranges. In the Range Chart, if different subgroups present mean ranges below the 
upper control limit, no difference between their variances can be demonstrated. The Average Chart is a 
statistical test where the null hypothesis is the equality between averages. The control limits are 
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calculated with basis on the overall average range. In the Average Chart, if different subgroups present 
the averages inside the control limits, no difference between them can be said to exist. 

3.2 Results 
The effect of beam hardening can be easily observed from the attenuation profile (Figure 4 – lower 
plots) of the reconstructed voxel matrix on the region where the evaluated circular profiles were 
extracted (Figure 4 – upper). 
 

                 

   
Figure 4: CT image section of both assemblies: assembly 1 (left); assembly 2 (right). 

 
The results obtained from the graphical analysis (Figures 5) depict the random surface deviation 
resultant from CT scans. Considering that the part has a well-finished surface (peak-to-valley 
roundness deviation (RONt) value smaller than 3 µm and RONq smaller than 0.5 µm), the observed 
random surface deviations can be mainly attributed to the surface extraction process of the CT system. 
It is also possible to observe that the random surface deviation in the internal profiles has considerably 
higher values compared to the external profiles. Besides the random deviations, which is normally 
observed in CT measurements using dynamic threshold, no other major distortion were observed.  
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Figure 5: Integrated graphical analysis of assembly 1. 

 
The differences between assemblies are, however, better depicted by the use of Control Charts (Figures 
6 and 7). For both of the profiles, the six measurements were arranged into 2 subgroups (one for each 
assembly) with 3 measurements on each subgroup.  
Regarding the RONq parameter, the Range Charts obtained with both profiles shows all the subgroup 
ranges under the upper control limit (Figure 6 – lower plots), indicating that no significant differences 
of variances between assemblies can be demonstrated. However, the higher variation observed in the 
range chart of the internal profile produces wider control limits, which means a smaller sensitivity of 
the analysis to identify significant differences between assemblies. By observing the Averages Chart of 
both profiles it can be noted that the points are outside the control limits, revealing a statistically 
significant difference on the random deviation between assemblies (Figure 6 – upper left plots).  
Control Charts were also used to evaluate the differences between assemblies using the three diameters 
(external, internal diameter and fitted on the four holes pattern), as shown in Figure 7. From the Range 
Charts of the three diameters, it can be seen that all points lies under the upper control limit, thus 
indicating no significant differences of variances between setups. It can be also observed that mean 
range value differ between features. The range average is proportional to the repeatability.  
By observing the Average Charts (Figure 7 upper), no significant difference between assemblies can 
be said to exist. However, the measurement errors between diameters are easily observed. 
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Figure 6: Xbar/R charts for the RMS deviation parameter on the external (left) and internal profiles (right). 

Diameter Errors 
Internal              Hole pattern             External

Assembly

 
Figure 7: Xbar/R charts for the diameter bias of the internal profiles (left), external (right) and the holes 

pattern (center). 

4  Discussions and concluding remarks 
This paper presented a new concept of modular test parts developed to individually quantify different 
types of CT-induced measurement errors.  The sensitivity of the proposed concept to detected different 
errors was demonstrated through an experimental application on an aluminum test part. The presented 
results showed that the random surface deviations are more severe in parts with more material 
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thickness. As expected, the magnification deviation was not influenced by variation on the parts 
material thickness. The deviations found in the external profile presented positive values while the 
deviations on the internal profile were negative. This might be attributed to the effect of the beam 
hardening on the threshold operation. The positive bias on the diameter of the hole pattern indicates a 
positive magnification deviation. The difference on the observed deviations between features indicates 
that using a single correction factor for the whole part might still result in residual errors. 
Therefore, the proposed test parts showed to be able to simultaneously evaluate and separate 
magnification deviations and edge offset deviations. Due to the choice for using cylindrical 
geometries, the analysis of the random surface deviation of the integral extracted features was possible. 
As the material thickness can be changed without the need to change the mensurand, the test parts can 
be used to study the effects of beam hardening. Also, the selected geometry makes possible to the 
manufacturing of a well-finished surface. Finally, the results obtained with the use of the test parts can 
be used to assist user in selecting CT setup parameters and reduce the measurement uncertainty.   
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